The Best Selling GPS/GSM Tracker in the World.

For more information. Visit www.tramigo.com

T22 IMMOBILIZER

Protect Your Car and Control Your Fleet!
Install a Tramigo T22 Immobilizer now!
The T22-Immobilizer is an optional part of the Tramigo T22 series, it has a feature to disable or immobilize an engine with few commands from an existing
mobile phone via text message (SMS). It only requires simple wiring, when done
right, an active engine will not start even if the T22 is removed.
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Features:
You can lock down your car by disabling the engine.
In an event of a theft, you can immobilize the engine for easy recovery.
Easy to use with multilingual commands.
Durable, rugged and resistant to damage.
We have a 12V immobilizer for cars and a 24V immobilizer for trucks.
You can immobilize your vehicle using any phones or using M1 Move/M1 Fleet
The immobilizer has an inbuilt IO-cable, which connects directly to the ignition
sensing and SOS button without extra wirings
Commands:
Disable, ON - command to immobilize
Disable, OFF - command to unimmobilize

NOTE!
Always make sure to choose a good location.
Be ready to recover your vehicle.
Avoid immobilizing when vehicle is moving.

Stop using locally sourced relays and order your T22 custom immobilizer now.
Tramigo T22-FS version includes T22 Custom Immobilizer FREE of charge. For more information,
contact us at sales@tramigo.com

Tramigo is a company of private capital with its headquarters in Finland and subsidiaries in Africa, Asia, Latin America and Europe.
Tramigo manufactures cost efficiently personal asset tracking devices that are easy to use, useful for the end-users in everyday life and
economical to use. Tramigo products are globally available. For more information about Tramigo tracking products, please visit
www.tramigo.com and please e-mail info@tramigo.com for distributor and re-seller opportunities.

